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read it to Hughes and me at Haileybury—one of the first
poems that ever excited me. It's quite good, but it won't
do after Up in a Villa down in the City, and still less
after Evelyn Hope and One Word More and
Memorabilia, and the Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister,
which were also among our readings—a motley crew
but all wonderful stuff—especially the first two.
Fancy your not knowing The Hound of Heaven—
about the finest purely Christian poem ever written, don't
you think? And there are others very good, e.g.. The
Dead Cardinal, and indeed all the religious poems. No
one has ever got into poetry more of the Augustinian sense
of the urgency of God claiming the human soul, as I said
in Lit. Sup. when I wrote on the Selected Poems a year
and a half ago. But he has not a very large range—and I.
think I overpraised him a bit.
The Vicarage,
From Rev. F. G. Ellerton	Ellesincre, Salop
January 3, 1910
. . . Well, but Keats. What I mean to express is that
his genius is such an unaided one. " He was the first that
ever burst" intoliis " perilous seas ". Of course Shelley
too, but somehow different. One cannot see any ancestry,
any origin, any milieu out of which the Ode to the
Nightingale springs except the soul of Keats—at that
moment kindled to the highest pitch of inspiration by
Fanny Brawne. He writes that and other things, wakes
out of his trance, and proceeds to reel off pages of bad
puns and a foot or two of doggerel verse. That is inspira-
tion. With Shelley his unerring, elfin, ##human life was
all part and parcel with his writing. Do I make myself
clear? And are you still awake? This, Sir, is the penalty
for calling me " bellelettristic ". Well some day, when a
Philistine in a Riviera hotel salon has bored you to ex-
tinction by talking of the motor boat races at Monaco or
somewhere, you may kindly tell me your views quite

